Candidates successfully enrolled (green) must reach our country with a regular VISA and D.V. or Cimea - Naric issued by Italian Embassy/Consulate, before the starting date of the first lesson on November 18th, 2019, check the schedule at this link. You must reach our Student’s Office located at Via Luciano Armanni n. 5 Naples –ITALY to complete the final steps of your Enrollment(Web account, digital booklet, etc.). If you need help with banking, accommodations, Financial Situation Documents(IEEE) just refer to our INTERNATIONAL WELCOME DESK at this link. The remaining 6 spots available that you see in the above list because of the candidates that did not enroll, will be published as soon we will have a First Sliding Non-Eu Ranking Decree following the list published with the previous Decree n. 917/2019.